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Question(s)
We at the Arizona Corp. Comm. are exploring how we can offer same day and next day service to our customers. We
currently do offer an expedited service, with no set time frame on it. We have looked at other states as far as pricing, and I’m
hoping you can give me some idea of the volume of these faster services that your customers request. For example, I know
that about 86% of our LLC formations are expedited, and I’m trying to estimate what percent might go for SD or ND service. If
you know the percentage of people using your same day or next day services, that would be very helpful if you shared that
info.
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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
We at the Arizona Corp. Comm. are exploring how we can offer same day and next day service to our customers. We
currently do offer an expedited service, with no set time frame on it. We have looked at other states as far as pricing, and I’m
hoping you can give me some idea of the volume of these faster services that your customers request. For example, I know
that about 86% of our LLC formations are expedited, and I’m trying to estimate what percent might go for SD or ND service. If
you know the percentage of people using your same day or next day services, that would be very helpful if you shared that
info.
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In Montana, we have 2 levels of priority service beyond our regular processing.
Priority filings are an additional $20 and processed within 24 hours of the time stamp or submission reaching our office.
Expedited are processed within 1 hour of receipt.
This is a service not part of the regular filing, so if the filing is rejected and they want the service again it's another $20 or $100
fee.
It's a popular service, especially if the volume of regular filings goes up so we are a couple days out. Usually we receive
around 100 priority/expedited filings per day in combination. I don't have the exact breakdown, but it's about 1 Expedite to 10
Priorities.

Nebraska
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Jurisdiction

Nevada

Question(s)
We at the Arizona Corp. Comm. are exploring how we can offer same day and next day service to our customers. We
currently do offer an expedited service, with no set time frame on it. We have looked at other states as far as pricing, and I’m
hoping you can give me some idea of the volume of these faster services that your customers request. For example, I know
that about 86% of our LLC formations are expedited, and I’m trying to estimate what percent might go for SD or ND service. If
you know the percentage of people using your same day or next day services, that would be very helpful if you shared that
info.
Below is a list of Nevada’s expedite fees. For fiscal year 2017, we collected $2,443,912, which represents approximately 1.3%
of our total Commercial Recordings revenue. Nevada has two locations, one of which is a dedicated expedite office where
most of the fees are collected. The majority of the expedite fees charged were for Annual Lists and Apostilles on a 24-hour
basis.
1 Hour 2 Hour 24 Hour 4 Hour
Business Filings

$1,000 $500

$125

Name Reservation

$1,000 $500

$50

Apostille

$1,000 $500

$75

$125

Chg of non-commercial RA$1,000 $500 $25
Resignation of Manager $1,000 $500

$25

Resignation of RA

$1,000 $500

$25

Copies

$1,000 $500

$125
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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
We at the Arizona Corp. Comm. are exploring how we can offer same day and next day service to our customers. We
currently do offer an expedited service, with no set time frame on it. We have looked at other states as far as pricing, and I’m
hoping you can give me some idea of the volume of these faster services that your customers request. For example, I know
that about 86% of our LLC formations are expedited, and I’m trying to estimate what percent might go for SD or ND service. If
you know the percentage of people using your same day or next day services, that would be very helpful if you shared that
info.
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Texas does not offer tiered expedited services; we only offer one level of expedited service and have only one standard fee.
We offer expedited service to documents received by mail, by fax, or to documents delivered to our office in person. Our
estimated turnaround time for expedited documents is set by rule, which states that the document will be reviewed “before the
close of business on the next business day following the document's date of receipt.” The fee is set by statute and is currently
set at $25.
The $25 expedite fee is retained and deposited only when the filing is accepted and filed. By statute, expedite fees must be
deposited to the General Revenue. Our estimated timeframe for processing non-expedited documents is 3-5 business days
from date of receipt. In June, 9,216 documents were processed on an expedited basis. This represents approximately 38% of
the total paper documents we received by mail, by fax, or by personal delivery in June. Online filings are excluded from this
calculation as we don’t impose or collect an expedite fee for online filings; we currently process 50% of all business entity
filings online (approximately, 68% of our domestic formation filings are submitted through our online system).

Utah
Vermont
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Jurisdiction

Virginia

Question(s)
We at the Arizona Corp. Comm. are exploring how we can offer same day and next day service to our customers. We
currently do offer an expedited service, with no set time frame on it. We have looked at other states as far as pricing, and I’m
hoping you can give me some idea of the volume of these faster services that your customers request. For example, I know
that about 86% of our LLC formations are expedited, and I’m trying to estimate what percent might go for SD or ND service. If
you know the percentage of people using your same day or next day services, that would be very helpful if you shared that
info.
Here’s a pretty good estimate extrapolated from available data. Of the business entity that we review (formation and
subsequent filings, but not cancellations), which excludes Virginia corporations and LLCs that are formed through SCC eFile
online in real time (that are not reviewed), about 23% are processed on an expedited basis (i.e., with payment of an expedite
fee). About 16% of the expedites are submitted for Same Day service, and 84% for Next Day service.
Of course, the more you charge for expediting, the fewer expedites you will receive. For our expedited service parameters,
visit
http://www.scc.virginia.gov/clk/expsvc.aspx

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Additional comments:

Full text of email:
Hello Everyone!

We at the Arizona Corp. Comm. are exploring how we can offer same day and next day service to our customers. We currently do offer an
expedited service, with no set time frame on it. We have looked at other states as far as pricing, and I’m hoping you can give me some idea of the
volume of these faster services that your customers request. For example, I know that about 86% of our LLC formations are expedited, and I’m
trying to estimate what percent might go for SD or ND service. If you know the percentage of people using your same day or next day services,
that would be very helpful if you shared that info.
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Thank you in advance!

Patricia

Patricia L. Barfield
Director, Corporations Division
Arizona Corporation Commission
1300 W. Washington St.
Phoenix, AZ 85007
602-542-0787
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